Learn about the Chinese Mexican The story of the creation of mixed families and their eventual ousting from northern Mexico and ensuing journeys. In their persistent claims to belong, Chinese Mexicans widened and complicated notions of Mexican identity and mestizaje.

Julia María Schiavone Camacho is Guest Faculty in Gender and the Global South at Sarah Lawrence College. Author of Chinese Mexicans: Transpacific Migration and the Search for a Homeland, 1910-1960 (University of North Carolina Press, 2012), with a research focus on women, gender, and the family and the Chinese diaspora in modern Latin America and the U.S.-Mexican borderlands. She is currently working on "Chinese Latinos: Forging the Transpacific Family, Diasporic Community, and Memory," a scholarly book project, and Pacific Dreams, a creative nonfiction manuscript.

For more information about this event contact Chicano/Hispano Student Affair at socorroc@email.arizona.edu or (520) 621-5627